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THIS NEGLECTED MIRACLE

Pam McKinlay, Jesse-James Pickery and Emily Davidson

At a recent symposium to coincide with the centenary of the 1917 Russian Revolution, an exhibition titled Art and 
Revolution was curated by Peter Stupples.1 The Art and Revolution Symposium sought to question the role of art and 
artists in the 1917 revolution, in the direction and momentum of art’s agency, as well as discuss more generally the 
part art plays in the affairs of societies undergoing change. 

What role might art and artists have in the swift surge of change? Can art lead the debate about the nature 
of a post-revolution future? What examples can we put forward from the past to give us some idea of the 
way to act as artists and theorists of the visual? What are the threats and what the opportunities for art 
and artists in the unfolding of revolution?2

The Symposium was held at the Dunedin School of Art, in Dunedin, on October 13-1, 2017, with the exhibition 
associated with the Symposium running from 9-21 October 2017.  As in previous exhibitions curated by Peter 
Stupples, works in the exhibition also explored both aspirations and fears for the future, as well as considering the 
potential for art to shape points of (future) views.  As Dr Louise Baillie says, “Artworks can represent for people 
and communities what words sometimes cannot.” 3 Art can particularly resonate with us when a situation is difficult 
to articulate, as in times of upheaval, uncertainty, pressure and change. 

Down the Rabbit Hole Collective had a multi-authored art work in the Art and Revolution Exhibition which was a 
detail of a larger work and event, being prepared for 2019 around seed saving and exchange, bio diversity and food 
resilience. The theme of our work was a visual comment on “The Green Revolution.”4 

The installation of the artwork was intended as a form of a narrative space. “Narrative space is a broad term which 
is referred to in genres and settings as varied as novels and film (storytelling), theatre/drama and virtual reality (role-
playing video games) and real-life environments (such as exhibitions and architecture). If, as Kant says, time and space 
are two of the fundamental categories that structure human experience, then narrative is how we communicate 
the story or sense of that experience. Narrative space is a way of organising our experiences and making meaning. 
Is there actually such a thing as a non-narrative space? Since the time of the Renaissance, narrative space in art has 
also provided a platform for continuous narrative in which several events can be shown in a single setting. However, 
the story need not be a story in the traditional sense—a narrative space may be a space which is used to convey 
or explore different themes and meanings.”5

In this instance, the artwork was a kind of static image, intended as a story-telling tree, which included elements with 
which to unpack the history of The Green Revolution, its morphing into The Genomics Revolution and a starting 
point to explore the environmental, social and physical impacts on land and people. The story was told daily at 
artist floor talks. A pamphlet produced on a risograph was in the gallery at other times to cue viewers into the art 
work’s intention.

This configuration of the Down the Rabbit Hole Collective 2017 included Pam McKinlay, Jesse-James Pickery Emily 
Davidson and Alice Anonymous, all usually of Dunedin.
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Figures 1- 8 Installation view, details - Pam McKinlay, Jesse-James Pickery and Emily Davidson, VERY. nearly. substantially. SIMILAR. *, 
2017.  Shaped vine, up-cycled PTE plastic, hula hoop, muka, LED lights sneaky electronics (full beans), raku fired ceramics.

*The title of the work comes from claims made by a well-known multinational company which promotes heavy insecticide use 
and genomic modification and is currently at the heart of a backlog of complaints and lawsuits including new suits lodged in 2017 

for a new product it launched last growing season.
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Pamphlet No. 4. 

(another tale from the ‘Under the Tree’ series - a 
narrative space about food control by Down the Rabbit 
Hole) 

VERY. nearly. substantially. SIMILAR   

 

The intensification of agricultural practice 
between from the 1930s was known as the 
Green Revolution. It included new high-
yielding varieties of crops in association 
with chemical fertilizers and agro-chemicals. 
Our attempts to feed an ever-increasing world 
population, and attempts to stave off famine 
(as defined in the Malthusian Trap) has led 
us to the genomic revolution. Do we need to 
reassess what the best way forward is – do 
we continue to minimalise genetic stock for 
sake of yield, or do we diversify to safeguard 
food security in a changing environment? 
Current agricultural practice focuses on being 
“Wall-Street-friendly”. Plant material is 
collateral and is commodified in this system 
of privatization. Business interests are 
increasingly involved in the patent land grab 
of the new genomic landscape, the practice 
of industrial scale factory farming, food 
production and monocropping have resulted in 
increased food production at the loss of bio-
diversity. 
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THE GREEN REVOLUTION 

To control the people  –  control the food 

To control the food  –  control the seed 

“ Very.   Nearly.   Substantially.   Similar ” 

- promised feast or famine?

Sow not the seeds of dis-content  

Reap what you sow,  

This neglected miracle. 

- A poem by Pam Phlaterre and Alice Anonymous in absentia.
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